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Abstract 

 

       A system of sixteen programmable drivers has been established around an 8085 microprocessor, 

where each driving path is independent and can be programmed to energize the driven element at the 

desired timing for the desired period of time . An input programming circuit of thirty programming 

steps is built to enter the driving sequence for selected driver that specified by the driver selector . 
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Introduction 

 

      As the demand on electronic equipments increases , many branches of our modern life becomes 

more dependents on these equipments . And as those increasingly complicate then the necessity for 

proper timing of operation becomes more insisted such that the operation of equipment can be 

controlled in certain time , for proper time of period and repetitive many time as required . 

 

     The first control problem faced human in industrial life was in 16
th

 century, where the engineers at 

that time were in front of the challenge how to control the speed of engine without human intervention 

[1]. Since that time, the control styles improved with improvement in industrial process reaching to 

1950s, where the control techniques became more advance and more complicated with the advent of 

digital computer to establish to automatic control systems [2]. Estimations state that with conventional 

machine tools, only about 20% percentage of time is spent removing materials while with electronic 

controlling the time gets improvement to 80% [3]. 
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     Many studies had been achieved in field of programmable drivers, so many products had been 

manufactured to meet this aim, like the DPC50501 which is a programmable driver to control operation 

of servo motor [4], and the LM5105 which is a high voltage driver with programmable dead time 

introduced by National Semiconductor to drive the N-channel MOSFET [5]. All of those programmable 

drivers and others are of a single programmable output, so the are able to control a single element at a 

moment. 

     In contrast, the field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) can give controlling on performance of 

many elements at the same time, but it suffering from the enter connect delay and this challenge is 

crucial since most FPGA implementations use many long wires [6]. The modeling introduced by 

Edmund [6] just improved the performance of FPGA by 19% to 40%, but the problem of delay still 

stands. 

    The concept of intelligent control was firstly introduced nearly more than two decades ago by Fu and 

G, saridis. Despite its significance and applicability to various processes, the control community had not 

paid substantial attention to such an approach [7]. Nazim and Suliaman found the intelligent control 

system very soft and acceptable when they tried to use it in hybrid mobile robot peed control and it 

provided successful utilization in field of hybrid vehicle recently immerged in automotive industry [8]. 

    Here is a new approach to introduce an intelligent system can control many drivers at any time, for 

any period and for any repetitive sequence. The approach is built around the 8085 microprocessor, 

which can replaced by any other processor if it is required to improve the speed of processing or to 

handle more of programmable drivers. This will introduce an intelligent system to give very flexible 

and reliable controlling on timing of operation of any electrical equipment or system like machines, 

industrial process, traffic lights … etc. 

 

    In contrast with PLC system, where the user need a certain level of education or may need a training 

course to be familiar with using of the PLC in addition to programming it by ladder language [9], the 

suggested approach is very simple to deal with. 

 

Theory 

     Any programmable system, such as a microprocessor or computer, should has a general purpose 

processing unit in addition to other electronics circuits to input data or signals from external circuit, 

move or transfer data within system, store data before, during or after processing and finally output the 

processed data to external circuits or systems [10]. 

     Each of these operations can be performed by an appropriate configuration of combinational and 

sequential logic circuits. All of that circuits will form the body of system which  must be supported by 

sequence of instruction codes which will define the operations necessary to implement a particular 

processing function. So this type of system can be considered to be composed of  two parts, the 

hardware and software which defines the application function and must be written carefully to lead the 

hardware to achieve this function [11]. 
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     The hardware is controlled by software which is built by using the instructions set, of processor in 

use, in proper sequence [10]. Each instruction requires T states of clock signal to be executed, so each 

instruction spends time equal to ( required T states ) x ( period T of frequency of crystal ) x 2 . The total 

time of program execution is the time required to execute all instructions within program [12]. 

 

Practical design 

    In design of microprocessor based systems, it is essential to consider both hardware and software 

simultaneously. Both are interrelated and each will have impact on the other [11]. So the overall design 

of system includes two related parts , the hardware approach and software approach . 

 

Software approach 

     The software represent the soul of body , hardware , where  Gongare [13] estimate that software may 

represent 70% of total design . Here four different programs are required to support the hardware design 

, they are : 

i.–Input program , it is necessary to manage receiving of programming data by the processor 

unit and store them in RAM , these data are of serial form and represent the manner by 

which the output drivers will be energized when run program has been run .During 

execution of this program , all ports of I/O unit is in input mode . This program is activated 

by high logic on RST5.5 interrupt input in processor .Figure (1) shows the flow chart for 

this program . 

    

ii.– Check  program , it is used to check the programming status of any diver , stored in RAM , 

individually . During execution of this program , all ports are in input mode but  PCL  is 

output and  PC0 is connected to serial in of input programming unit while  PC1 is connected to 

the clock input of the unit to provide the clock signal generated through programming . This 

program is activated by high logic on PC3 . Flow chart given in  Figure (2 ) illustrates this 

program . 

 

   

iii.– Run program , this program transfer the programming conditions of various drivers , stored 

in RAM , to output ports of I/O unit to be used to energize the final drivers . During 

execution of this program , ports A and B are in output mode while PCH is  input to specify 

which driving program , of sixteen ones , is chosen via the thumb switch for execution . This 

program is illustrated by the flow chart given in figure . This program is activated by high 

logic on RST6.5 interrupt input in processor .Figure (3 ) shows the flow chart for this 

program . 

 

iv.– Monitor program , this program is running in idle condition of system waiting for the next 

job to be done . In this program all ports are in input mode and the interrupt inputs are 

unmasked .This program also include the cancel facility where a specific column within a 
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specific program can be canceled , or specific program is canceled in complete , or all 

programs are canceled , these cancellation programs are activated by high logic on PC0 , PC1 , 

and PC2 respectively .Figure (4) gives flow chart to this program . 

 

2  Hardware approach   

    This approach consists of many circuits built around an 8085 microprocessor, it includes:  

a) The 8085Ic as the central processing unit . 

 

b) The 2764Ic as EPROM to store various programs necessary to operate the system . 

 

c) The 6116Ic as RAM to store the programs which represent the required styles of 

operating the output driving elements . 

d) The 8255Ic as the I/O unit to provide the necessary communication between processor 

and other units within the system . 

 

e) Input programming unit , also called the serial input data unit , which consists of six 

integrated circuits type 7496 to act as parallel  IN  serial OUT shift register , to provide 

thirty bits programmable shift register . 

 

f) Driver selection unit , which consists of three other 7496ICs connected to each other to 

act as ring shift register to indicate the driver that to be programmed , deleted or 

checked . 

 

g) Final output units , which responds to operating signals provided by the processor to 

energize the output drivers , which are represented here by a set of relays . 

 

h) Rotary switch , this is a thumb switch of sixteen positions acts as decimal – to – 4bits 

binary converter .It is used to get sixteen different addresses in order to partition the 

RAM into sixteen equal parts each is used to store different driving programm . 

 

     Connection of those parts to each other, forming the overall hardware, which is shown 

below in Figure (5).     

Memory map : 

      In microprocessor based system, built around the 8085µP , more than 65000 memory locations can 

be addressed [13] . To meet requirements of this approach , the following memory map is suggested . 

 

• The addresses  ( 0000 – to – 03FF ) are specified to addressing of EPROM where the programs 

of software design are stored . 
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• The addresses   ( 0400  –  to – 07FF )  are specified to addressing of  RAM  where  this 

memory space is farther divided into sixteen partition , each is used to store one of the sixteen 

input programs . Here , the partition is performed by inserting the  4bits  digital form obtained 

from the thumb switch into the addressing format  to occupy the positions of  A6 – to – A9 ( 

address modification )  as illustrated below . 

 

      The address modification is achieved by software where the monitor program read the status 

of thumb switch on port   PCH  and load it in the corresponding bits positions in program counter 

forming the address of program to deal with, loading, running, reading or deleting . 

     

A     A       A      A      A      A      A     A      A    A     A      A       A       A       A       A
15        14             13           12           11           10          9           8            7           6          5             4               3             2               1               0 

THUMB SWITCH

4

 

 

•   The other addresses are not used and can be used for more improvement in future . 

 

Results: 

 

1) The performance of system design was firstly checked using the software (protues6), where it is 

found work properly. 

2) According to the given hardware and software design, a practical model was achieved, while by 

the monitoring to the performance of this practical model, under many tests, it is found that the 

system is of very high reliability and accurate in energizing period of excitation. 

3) The minimum time of execution of run program is estimated theoretically 200 microsecond 

while there is no upper  limit for maximum time. 

4) For the used crystal of 3.175MHz and the delay time specified in delay loop in the flow chart of 

run program, the total time of execution of each driven program is 15 second, divided into thirty 

steps each of 0.5 second. 

5) The driven elements were properly energized individually and then many driven elements were 

energized at the same time, it is found that the process was done properly without any confusion 

or illegal operations. 

6) After 15 second of operation, the system back to idle status entering the monitor program 

waiting for the next command. 
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Conclusions:   

 

1) The system is accurate in timing and of high reliability. 

 

2) The design of system is flexible, where the speed of execution of driven programs and so the 

time of each step can be changed through hardware by replacing the clock crystal with other of 

different frequency, or through software by varying the period of delay loop specified by flow 

chart of run program. 

3) If there was an expected bad effect on the legal operation of system resultant from inductive 

loads that may be connected to the programmable drivers, then problem can be avoided by using 

photo coupler as interface between system and driven elements rather than the relays, where 

these couplers will provide good optical isolation from inductive loads. 

4) It is possible to end execution of driven program by specifying one of drivers for this purpose, 

so that the processor can recognize energizing of that driver and route the execution toward 

monitor program. 

5) For repetitive operation to certain program, another driver can be specified so that energizing of 

that driver will inform the processor to repeat execution of the worked program. 

6) The system reflects very well the benefits of open loop control system, in spite of , it can be 

modified to serve the applications of closed loop control systems.  
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start

Read which step is specified

Read B0 of portB

Mask all bits of port B but B0

Store status of B0 in memory
 location related to specified step

0.5 second delay

Back to monitor program

all bits of input unit 
  entered ?

out the clock on pin4 of MP

Generate a clock signal

NO
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Figure (1) - input program  
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start

let ports A&B input ports and C output

Establish counter of 30 states

Read which step is specified

Transfer 1byte of memory to accumulator

Rotate memory and accumulator contents 
till LSB of accumulator equal the step

Out contents of accumulator on port C

Generate clock signal

Back to monitor program

( next + 1 )memory location

Counting = 0

Figure(2) - check program

YES

NO
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start

Turn on start LED

programming ports A&B output ports

Transfer one byte of specified memory

 to port A

Transfer next byte to port B

Two seconds delay time

Back to monitor program

( next + 1 )memory location

Step "O" = 0 ?

Figur(3) - run program

YES

NO
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start

programming the I/O ports and 
disable interrupts

Read status of port C ( C4 - to - C7 )

Insertstatus of C4 - to - C7 
into address bus A6 - to - A9 

Enable the interrupt inputs

interrupt

 requist?
check port CL

C0 =1

C1 =1

C2 =1

C3 =1

clear all programs

clear specified program

clear specified step

Read specified step

NO

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NO

NO

NO

NOSTART

Input program

Running program

Figur(4) - monitor program  
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                 Figure (5) Basic construction of hardware approach  
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Details of main circuit 
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